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Abattrclct. In this paper lve study log n-tape computable reductions between se.tc and investigate 
conditions under which log n-tape reductions between sets can be extended to log n-tape 
con;putable isomorphisms of these sets. As an application of these results we obtain easy to check 
necr:ssary and r~!!icient conditions that sets complete under log n-tape reductions in NL, CSL, P, 
NP, PTAE, etc. are log n-tape isomorphic to the previously known complete sets in the 
respective classes. As a matter of fact, all the “known” complete sets for NL, CSL, P, NP, 
PTAPE, etc. hit 'I~G- ;;zisi:y seen to be, respectively, log n-tape isomorphic. These results 
strengthen and extend substantially the previously known results about polynomial time 
computable reductions and isomorphisms of NP and PTAPE complete sets. Furthermore, we 
show that any set complete in CSL, PTAPE, etc. must be dense and therefore, for example, 
,canrrot & OYer a single letter alphabet. 
1. Introcluction 
The research in computational complexity and in particular the study of feasible 
computations has been strongly influenced and furthered by the investigation of 
efficient reductiuns between different problems and problem classes. The investi- 
gation of such classes of language!; (or problems) as P, NP and PTAPE, and the 
discovery that the classes NP and F’TAPE contain “‘natural” complete problems to 
which any other pr&!em in the class can be efficierltly redvtced, has revealed deep 
and unsuspected x;la&ions between different problems and F4.c indicated interesting 
structu,rai relatj 3ns between these and oiher classes of problems [ 1, 3, 4, 81. 
Originarly tfie completeness of sets in NP was defined in terms of polynomi;tl 
time computations with oracle sets in NP, corresponding to Turing reducibilit> ii) 
recursive fknction theory [3]. Soon after that it was realized that these reductions 
could be performed by polynomial time bounded Turing machixs. corresponciing 
to many-one reductions in recursive function theory [8]. Since then relations 
between these reductions have been investigated and a large number of new 
complete problems under polynomia! time reductions have been discovered for NP 
and PTAPE and otlher classes [l, 2, 3, 4, 8, U]. 
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On the other baud, it turned out that all previously studied reductions between 
problems in NP, PTAPE and such classes as EXPTIME and EXPTAPE, respec- 
t+&, can all be performed by log n-tape bounded Turing machines [5,9f. It is 
easily* seen that the log n-tape computable reductions are cxxtained among the 
polynomial time reductions but it is not Yet known whether this containment is 
proper (which we conjecture to be the case). Nevertheless, ince the original wcxk 
on NP and PTAPE complete problems under polynomial time reductions, it ‘has 
shown that there exist fwrther, rnorc? easily computable classes of problems, 
as NL, the class of languages acceptwbIe in non-deterministic log n-tape, zlnd 
P, which have natural complete problerzs u:nder log n-tape reductions [5,6,7). 
Similarly. as our results will show, log II -tape reductions eem to be appropriate 
for the study of languages complete for the family of context-sensitive languages 
since the previously studied ‘*hardest” context-sensitive languages are complete 
un&r log n-tape reductions [2,0,9]. 
Xn this paper we study log n-+tapce reductions between sets and derive con&&as 
when log n-tape reductions between sets can be extended to log n-tape computable 
isomorphisms of these sets. As an application of these results we get very easily 
verifiable necessary and sufficieJmt conditions that a new complete set is log m-tape 
hit to the classic omplete sets of this family of languages. For example, Ie:t 
SAT denote the set of all satisfiable Boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form, 
which is known to be 43 complete set for NP (see [3,8)). Then our result states, 
1.1. Let B be a complere set (under log n-tape reductions) in NP. Then I3 
is Jog n-ape ihno~hic to SAT &~md oroly if there exist two log n-tape computable 
fmtiuwS( , ) D( ) sl&3 tif 
0) 0% YW~&YIEB-EBj, 
(2) W, YWWS v)= YL 
Similar results hold t’or complete sets for NL, CSL, P, NP, PTAPE, EXPTIME 
alla EXPTAPE, As a matter of fact, these tests are so easy to apply that we have 
applsd them to the best-known (published) wrnpkte sets for different families of 
Ian and V&%X! that they all are, respectively, log n-tape isomorphic,, Thus 
showing that the kno+um complete sets of the well-known families of languages are, 
similar in a strong technicaI sense, These results extend further- 
as NL and P and the family of context-sensitive langsragen, 
requires (apparently) computationally weaker reductb~sts th’an 
ial time rmhx&ms originally used for NP and PTAPE. 
Ikd be pointed out that if all complete sets in P (NP) are log n-tape 
IC then it would follow that P (NP) properly contains the family of log 
b!e languages, which still is an open problem, Similarly, if all complc: fe: 
terministic !w n-tape acceptable anguages arc log n-tape isomorplGc 
teen the deterministic and n<pn-deterministic log n-tape acceptable languages are 
ic open problem. 
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The previous theorem resembles very strongly the correspundinp isomorphism 
result for polynomial time reductions of complete sets and the proof techniques ;1rc 
q4te similar. At the same time, the intermediate technical results; lcilding 10 the 
above theorem are different. For the log n-tape reducible sots WC cst:~hlish the 
following analogue to the Cant or-Flernstein-Myhill theorem, from which XC’ rlcri\- c 
the above and other applications. For the poiynGzia? time analogw set’ [2 1. 
‘l%eosem i.2. Let fl and fi be reductions A to B and B to A, respecticeiy, srt~h thtrt 
(1) f 1 an#d 1; are one -to -one maps, 
(2) f:, f2, f;‘, fy” are log n-tape computable, 
(3) (Vx)[jfj(x)\ > 1x1*] for i = 1,2. 
Then A and B are isomorphic under a log n -tape mapping. 
It is interesting to note that because of an intermediate technical recult the Itxg!th 
squaring condition (3), required in our proof of thy: above theorem (the car- 
responding result for polynomial time maps required only that the m:tps x-c kngth 
increasing [2]), does not appear in the first result giving necessary and \utticient 
conditions that an NP complete set is log n-tape isomcrphic to SAT. 
Furthermore, we show that sets complete for CSL, PTAPE and claw\ ~thwe 
P7’A.E csnnot have sparse complete sets under log rz-tape rcducfic)ns. This 
extend!; acd strengthens further the previously known rcsult~ for ~oiyrlc~mi;\i t~mc 
reductions 821. 
2. Preliminaries and isomorphism theorem 
A log n-tape transducer or an L-transducer is a three tape Turing machine (‘I’m) 
with a two-way read only input tape, a one-way output tilpc and, for input VL, :I 
loglw 1 long tvfo-way, read-write work tape. 
‘We say that a function is leg n-tape or L-computable if thcrc cxi\,f\ ;I log 11 -t;lpc 
transducer which computes the function. It is easily seen that L-cc>mputablc+ 
functions are &sed under camposition [ $91. 
A SXO: A, i. c 2X*, is log n -tape reducible or L-reducible t(l the set R, fl C; I”, ii 
there exists an L-transducer Mi such that 
We denote tjr,‘, by 
Two sets A, A c C*:, and B, B E p, are lb,, i-0 -tape iscrf710rphic- or I,-isoruc~r~d~i~ itf 
there: e&ts an L-reduction p of A to B wch that 
(a) p is a bijection, 
(b) p’-’ is a log-tape trargsdtictior.. 
the Tm Mi by T(MJ) and the maximal running 
ngth n by T,(n) and L*(n), respectively. 
'b{T(M&L,(n)~log n}, 
NL,=={Z’@#“):MI non-deterrnini~tic and L+(n)slog a), 
P={r(MI): Ti(ro)9psk, k = 1,2, . e .), 
NP={T(Mr):M~ non-determinstic and Z(n)sn’, k = 1,2,. . .}, 
PTM={T(M,):4(tr)ank, k = 1,2,. . .}, 
CSL = (T(k&):M, non-deterministic and I&z)6 n}, 
A R is bg n+zpe mnpk of L-txwsq&?e for a family of languages F iff 
(a) BEF, . 
ok immti@ion of L+omorphisms with the goal of developing 
rufkicat conditions that a new complete set in one of tk 
of laqpges is L-isomorphic to the previously known 
in that f&mi3y.“Thua showing that in a very strong technical sense alP 
complete sets in these families of languages are indeed very similar. 
showing that all the complete sets in NL 3r P are, respectivcly, 
c, would have some very profound consequences. 
ofAtoBandBtoA,AsX*,Bc=r*, 
From %, and q we will construct an isomorphism (b between A and B and 
that 4 and 4-l are t-computabIe. 
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It is easily seen that 
&n&=&nS~=q5 anti X*=RluR;7, ~*==S+.J&. 
Assume that if g-‘(z) or q-‘(r) are undefined then they output a special 
syrribol *. This can be clone since we can detect c_xlling on jug n-tape. 
Deiine 
#!+)=ifz~R~, thenp(z)clseq-l(z), 
d)-‘(z) = if z E Sz, then p-‘[r ) else q(z), 
We first show that q5 and #-’ have the desk’ . A pr(Jperties and then show that 4 
ar?d 4-l are L-computable. Since 
RlnRt=d and RlvRz=X” 
the function q5 is well-defined. Similarly &‘(z) is well-defined. Ir is seen that 
d(R1)= Sz, &(R,)= S1, 4-‘(&)=: I?!, &S,) = Rz, 
and that 4 is a one-to-one onto mapping and tlnat q5 and 4-l are ind:xd invrrscs. 
To see that 4 is a reduction of A to B recall that z E A iff p(z) E I? and Y E R itf 
q(x)e A. Since 
&Q- if z ,s RI, titen p(z) else q-‘(z) 
we con&de that 
To compute 4(z) we have to determine ?&ether z is in I?, or Rz. This CM bl~ 
done by computing the minimal k * 0 such that 
(4-I ctp-* o )kq-liz)= * or; p-l 0 (4-l 0 p-l 0 jkq-‘(z j= *. 
in the ~MMMB case 
#qrg = q’-‘(z). 
Since J’ ia,vid q are such that 
laiz)l> I# and )&)I > Iz I*. 
we see that 
If’(t)l< 14”’ and [q-*(t)/ < ~zj”‘. 
Since 
log~r I”” = l/2 lo@ I 
, 5 1 / , ,* mv_ tl& $3 w requirekieW for commutations of successive inversesare cut in 
#m#f.h!j$is tact am b_ exploit& to compuii:e 4 (z) and b-‘(z) on log n-tape. The only 
&&u&y is &at during the mmbutatiaa ;here may be intermediate values for 
which ;trt! too large ao be written down on the avatlable working tape. This difficulty 
be avoid& by never writing these values down but recomputing them (recut- 
8 - sively) when they are required in the subsequent computations. ’ 
We tiow outline bow this computation is perfo.rmed on Tm M& We can assume 
that the Tm’s computing p and q “se exactly loglwl-tape for input w and Iet AN+ 
have &ectiveIy4! Ibg~w’f-tape availa& for input w (this can be achieved by chcios- 
ing a sufkierrtly large tape alphabet), Let the tape of 
nts of length 
AI’,‘, be divided in CogJ~r 1 
4 togiwl, 2 lodwj, logiwl, i loglwl,, etc. 
These segments will be used to compute, respectively, 
q-‘(~)~ f’ 0 q-‘(w), 4-l Q p-l 0 q+(w), etc., 
as far as need& to detemine whether 
4W)=pb9 or 4W_s”Cw). 
We will refer to the computations of
q-%9, p-’ O 4--‘(w), .*., 
ively, as the first stage, second stage, etc. On each tape segment for each. 
#he computation will be recorded the state of the Tm (which computes p-I 
or 4-l of the output of the previous tage), the contents of the work tape of this Tm 
and whkh tape square it is scanning, furthermore it will be recorded which tape 
symbol it is scanning on the (simulated) linput ape and how many output symbols it 
has received from the previcus tage. 
The computatkm starts t,y the first stage computir.,: the first output symbo! of 
Y-%+ 
If durkg imhe computation in a given sta;,o an oazpiat symbol /q comf:uted the 
wnputation in this stage stops and the output symbol b passed to the next stage 
which becomes active. If this output symbol permits the next stage to continue its 
corn tian, it compute4 until it produccr,s anoutput or needs a new input. In the 
fir% the next stage is activated and the output is passed on, in the second case, 
the ~revjous tage is activated and an output is requested. In this manner al1 stages 
are +?ing through computing (many times over) their output which is passed on to 
the next stage for it to find the apprr,priw4% input symbol it is waiting for. At some 
%t one of the ~mputaiions must yield a * from which Iw, can determine 
ther to mmpute p(w) or q-l(~) to get d(w), which agais can be done on 
-Wp* 
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This completes the proof that there exists an L-isomorphism between the sets A 
ancl B. i3 
Next we derive several technical results which wih iead to a very simple wwlt 
giving necessary and sufficient. conditions that a complete set is L-isomorphic to a 
fixed, well-known complete set in the class under consideration. 
First, we derive a condition under which a log n-tape reduction can yield a 
one-to-one log n-tape invertible reduction. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a set for which two L-computable furtctiofls &( . ) and DA( ) 
kst such that 
(1) bk y)[sA(x, Y )E A iflx E 4, 
(2) @k Y)[DA(s(x, Y))=d 
Then if f is any L-reduction of C to A, the map 
is a one-to-one L-reduction of C to A and ( f’j-’ is L-computable. 
Proof. From condition (1) we see that 
is an L-rk,duction of C to A since 
xECifff(x)EAiff&(f(X),x]EA. 
To see that f’ is one-to-one assume that 
f'w=f'(Y) 
X = DA[f(xj: = DA[&(f(x), x)] = DiAk(f(Y)r Y)I = )‘, 
so f’ is a ore-to-one map. Furthermore, 
&j= if x = SA[f(DA(x)), DA(x)]., then DA(x) else * 
is the inverse of f’ and since SA, f& and f are ah log n -tape computable so is (f’) ‘, 
as was to Prc &jvvn. II 
To appEy Theorem 2.1 we still need‘ the length squaring property, which we 
consider r:ext. 
I_,et A Z- C’. Then ZA: C* + C* is a padding function for the set A if 
(1) ZA(X)EA ifl: x EA, 
(2) & is one-k -one. 
l’kerefore 
implies that 
which is a contradktion. Thus 
f E f 0 z:, x 0 
b f A t+z B with the desired properties. ’ 
padding fun&i&, Z’, exis?s for the set B. Then there exists an\ 
imegea I ituch that fw %H x, e 
k the polynornia3 defined in the first part of the proof. Then 
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contradicting the fact that 
f1 of(x)= x. 
Bllt then 
fz& of 
ifI a one-to-one L-reduction of A to B with (f)-’ L-computable, and 
if( = 1% of(x)I > P ~P(lf(~)l)~P(l~l>>I~l”. 
‘Yhis completes the proof. q 
We now combine these results to get our next result. 
Theorem 2.4. Let the set A be L-redxible to B and B be L-reducible to A; 
furthermore let the set A have a padding function ZA satisfying Lemma Z!.3 and 
functions SA and DA satisfying Lemma 2.2. Then B is L-isomorphic to A i/T B has 
functions SB and DB satisfying Lemma 2.2. 
Proof, If A ancr J :xe L-isomorphic unaer the bijection 4 then we can define 
S&, y] = $-’ ’ SA[hfX), y) 
-WI LIEU 
h&d= D~[b(d. 
(Note that we can always choose SA such that SA: c”’ Y (0, l}* + c* and Sg : f* A 
(0, I)* + p, which we have done in this construction.) Clearly, SB and .Ds are 
L-coniputable since SA, DA, C# and ~$5~’ are. Furthermore for all x and y 
XEB ~&(x)EA iff SA[C$(X),~]E.A 
iff 4-l 0 S,&(x), yl= S&y ~1 E B 
and 
J&#&3(& Y II= Y* 
Conversely, i’r the functions SD and DB exist then by using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 
with Theorem Z,i we get an L-isomorphism between A and B. This completes the 
proof. EI 
To apply the previously developed result, Theorem 2.4, we will pick from each c~f 
the f am&es 
NL, CSL, P, NP and PTAPE, 
_ (_” 
‘.. ” +l;tl::@&&&. . . . . i ” r , _“. _ * I 
. ” _ ” 
_ _ ” _ i . ~ 
n ‘\ . “* “. * 
L , 
-f. h v&&m&& mm&k ‘langua$ &nd show that each of tkse tangtiages has a 
fu@cGia ZA ‘ad Tunct&i~~ & Fnd SA satisfy Le;rmunas 2.2 and 2.3, 
i$. IX’&? ~ any -c-&mpiete sj:t B in the correspond& ‘class will be L- 
e SO these s%&&ic?s ets if 'and only if B pmsesses the two L-computable 
futi&om & and I&, satisfying Lemma 2.2. As it will be seen from examples, this is 
8 Tery simple test. 
The foilowing are our representative L-complete sets from different classes, 
I?& The graph essabiliiy prdblem, GAP, defined b&ow, is c&pIete for NL 
(SVe 171). , . . 
IPJPUT: Directed graph G with an %k” and “out” node. 
?ROPERTY: There is a directed pathfrom the “‘in” to the “‘out” node. 
l?SL arird PTAPE: The regular expression problem denoted by I&, is complete 
for CSL and PTAPE (see [I, 4.8)). 
MVMJT? Regular expression R over C, =, u, +, ), (; 
l*oPERTY: L(R)Zf*. : 
1’: The context-free language mptiness problem, CFL 4, is complete for P (see 
I _ 
WI) 
-* &PUT: Context-free grammar G. 
0 I’ROPERTY: L(G) = 4, 
w: The conjunctive normai form Boolean function satisfiability problem, SAT, 
mmp!etfi or NP (see [ 1,&S]). 
* I?dPUE A% Boolean function F(tcl, ~2~ . c. , x,) in CNF. 
PROPERTY: There exis& an assignment xr ~{0,4}, 1 s i SIZ, such that 
I7(%r, x2, l . . ) #II)= 1. 
3.1. Each of the sets GAP, R pr C_J!?L 4, and SAT has a padding function 
l 2 and fun&w D and S, sntkfying Lmntnas 2.2 and 2.3, wspectipely. 
l 
We note that the GAP property cannot be: destroyed nor introduced by 
ad&sg a seb of new nodes which do not connect o any of’ the q!d nodes. We ;101w 
describe inforn@y the desired functions. 
to G in the desttiption of (G, “in”, “out”) a new itode with an 
toi@#f, fo#!owed by .enough new nodes without edges, to square 
t& description of the old problem. 
S&&, y ) (let x E C*-and y E i0, l)*) adds to the graph described in x a nkw 
with two edges looping back a+3 itself and then encodes y in :he sequence of 
with one edge looping bsck to itse!f or no-edge, representing ones and 
ctively. (We are assuming that the new edges are added in the order 
btti to the end of the description of the graph %“J 
(3) L)GAp is such that 1 
&A? ’ SOA&, y) = y i 
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It is easily seen that all three functions exist and sre L-computable and that ZGAP is 
one-to-one and Z,‘,, is L-computable. 
Next we consider the set Rp, which is complete for CSL and PTME. We 
dr:note the corresponding functions by ZR, DR and SK. 4 
(1) &(R)=(A +~O+1)‘R”+(U+1~R’2+1R, 
(2) SR(R,y)=y+(A+O+l)‘y’+(O+l)‘y’+lR, 
(3) &“S~(R,y:J=~- 
Again it is easily seen that the three functions have the desired properties and that 
&, DR, Sp and Z,’ are L-computable. * 
For the CFL 4 problem let the conte:xt-free grammar be given by 
G = (N, T, r, Pr). . 
,where NY,, T’, a and Pa denote, respectively, the set ot nc-n-terminal symbols, the set 
of terminal symbols, the starting symbol and the set c,f productions. 1’0 coilstruct 
the desired functions Zc, DC and SC we will add three new rymbols to IV and 
sufficiently many new productions in these symbols (the productions may be 
repeated many times in Pr) to square the length of G. This yields 
Z,(G)= G’. 
Similarly, S,(G, y), y E (0, l]*, enc;?des the sequence y with new productions added 
to Pa by usilag, say Nl+ N$& as a marker and thep Iv, + N,rV, for a “zero” a:ld 
Nl+NJV: for a “one”. Clearly Zc. Z,‘, D, and SC ari Jl L-computable and satisfy 
the required conditions. 
Final!“, we note that the desired functions ZEAT, SSA.r andJl DKqI. exist for the 
satisfiability problem. Let F have the variables x1, x2, . . . , A-,, \h& let 
with k such th& 
Let 
y’=yly2* l l yk and Zi=ifyi=O, ~~PPzx,+,+~ c~sP~‘,,+,+I. 
Again it k easily seen that thsse functiofit: :z-e L-computable and that so are Z&- 
and DSAT. satisfying 
This colml,letes the proof. E 
hoof. Combining Lemma 3. I ard Theorem 2.4. 0 
As seen kern the examples in Lemma 3.1 and [2] the necessary and sufficient 
conditions of Theorem 3-2 are very easy to check. We have checked them for a 
large number of complete sets for different families of languages without encoun- 
tering any di&zuhies* Thus wee can assert he following. 
U&a 3.3. I?M “km~wn” com@e& s@ fsr NL, CSL, P, NP, ?TAPE, etc., are all, 
tespecti#&?~y I#-isomorghic. 
At the same time it should be recalled t’lat we do not know whether all complete 
sets in these classes -are L-isomorphic. Furthermore, a proof of this fact for the 
classes NE and P, for example, would yield the following rer;ult, 
Theorem 3.4. Ifali L-cmc@e,tt! sets of P(NL) are isomorphic then 
Proof. If L= Pa thea any set in ? can be recognized by in log n-tape Tm and 
therefore there exist finite sets which are L-complete for P. On the other hand, if all 
L-complete sets of 
morphism of these 
argument. 0 
P are isomorphic then they all must be infinite. Thus iso- 
sets implies that L Z P. The other case follows by a similar 
It was shown in [2] that languages complete for EXPTIME and EXPTAPE, 
under polynomial time reductions, could not be over a single letter alphabet nor 
could they be sparse. In this section we strengthen these results for complzt-cj.S=a,ss 
defined under L-reductions and extend them to computationally less complex 
families of languages. 
A language A, A s IT*, is q~rse if there exists a plolynomlal p such that 
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Theorem 4.1. No banguage t-compkte for CSL, PTAPE, EXPTIME or 
E?:PTAPE can be spam. 
Proof. WC will outline a diagonalization process which constructs a non-sparse set 
A, acceptable on deterministic linear tape, A E TAPE[n], such that any L-reduc- 
tion of A to any other set must be one-to-one almost everywhere. Therefore, a 
oamplete s:t to which A is L-reducible cannot be sparse, since one-to-one L- 
mappings map non-sparse sets into non-sparse sets. 
Construction of Az’ Let Ml, M2, . . . be a lexiographically ordered enumeration of 
7~11 L-transducers and assume that 2? is aiso ordered lexiographically. In the 
description of the machine M which accepts tta llti set A we will use several auxiliary 
sets: In is a subset of all L-transducers whi& have been found (processing inputs up 
to wn j not to be L-reductions of A to any 0th~ set; the set 
&=An{w:wsw,). 
Let 
Al=& and II=+ 
For input wn, Iw,, [ 2 1, M lays off 1 wn I= m tape squares and in the subsequent 
computation this bound is never exceeded. For sake of easy visua3ization of M we 
can assume that the different computations described below are performed on 
separate tracks of the layed off tape. 
First, M enumerates (on a track of the available tape) as many L-transducers as 
possible and markc the ones which are in I,,- I. If no unman ked L-transducers are on 
the list then wn is accepted, i.e., 
A,= An--i u{w,} 
and 
Otherwise, let Mi,, Mi2, . . . , Mi, be the unmarked, enumerated L-transducers. M 
tries succcssiv4y for j = 1,2, . . . , s to find an x, x < w,, such that 
if no x is Found w, is accepted and 
A, =A,-+{w,} and I,, =I,,_,. 
If such ao( x is found, then M determines whether rc E A, 1 or x & A, _ l. (This c~ln be 
done oln the available tape since we can erase all previous computations.) In the first 
case 
A,, = A,-1 and i:: = 1”-1 u (M,,}, 
A, =A,,-1 w{w,} and I,, = In-1 u{I,). 
It can be seenthat J4 is recognizable on linear tape and since the enumeration of 
Mdf2, . . , , A&usr;di)y Mlgsesrat least t tape squares we see that for inputs up to 
length t atmost .t inputs can be rejected and therefore A is dense. Finally, it is seen 
from Cthe construction of A that any &reduction which is not one-to-one almost 
everywhere is not a reduction of A to any set. This completes the proo.f. I1’3 
It remains an interesting open ,question whether NL or P can have respectiveuy, 
L-complete sets which are sparse. We conjecture that this is not the case. 
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